Thigibh is cluichibh
Come and Play

An online series of videos to aid practice with the Stòras na Fideig resource pack.
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Thigibh is cluichibh is a series of videos aimed to help pupils
practise a range of tunes and songs from the Stòras na Fìdeig
resource pack. The videos will aid practise between music
sessions in class / with a tutor and allow pupils to play along no
matter what stage they are at. Each video is split into a number of
sections:

- For tunes (e.g. Hot Cross Buns), there are slow, medium and full
tempo versions within each video to cater for classes learning at
different levels.

- For Gaelic songs (e.g. Sìne Bhàn), pupils will hear the tune,
followed by the song chorus before hearing the full
arrangement.

You can also use the ‘settings’ icon on
the YouTube player to increase /
decrease the speed of a video, allowing
you to tailor the tempo to suit your
needs. Click on the ‘settings’ icon followed by ‘Playback speed’
to make use of this.
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You can watch a short introductory video here:

Thigibh is cluichibh - Intro

Please use the links below to access the practice videos.

**Mary Had a Little Lamb (full video)**
Level 1: Sheet Music
Slow | Medium | Full Arrangement

**Hot Cross Buns (full video)**
Level 1: Sheet Music
Slow | Medium | Full Arrangement

**Grand Old Duke of York (full video)**
Level 2: Sheet Music
Slow | Medium | Full Arrangement

**Na h-Uain (full video)**
Level 2: Sheet Music
Slow | Medium | Full Arrangement

**An Còineachan (full video)**
Level 3: Sheet Music / Lyrics
Whistle Melody | Chorus | Full Arrangement

**Coulter's Candy (full video)**
Level 3: Sheet Music / Lyrics
Slow | Medium | Full Arrangement

**Twinkle Twinkle Little Star (full video)**
Level 3 (Extra): Sheet Music / Lyrics
Slow | Medium | Full Arrangement

**An tèid thu leam, a Mhàiri? (full video)**
Level 3 (Extra): Sheet Music / Lyrics
Whistle Melody | Chorus | Full Arrangement
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**Skye Boat Song (full video)**
Level 4: Sheet Music / Lyrics
Slow | Medium | Full Arrangement

**Òran na maighdinn mhara (full video)**
Level 4 (Gaelic): Sheet Music / Lyrics
Whistle Melody | Chorus | Full Arrangement

**Tàladh an Eich Uisge (full video)**
Level 4 (Gaelic): Sheet Music / Lyrics
Whistle Melody | Full Arrangement

*I bhì à da (full video)*
Level 4 (Gaelic): Sheet Music / Lyrics
Whistle Melody | Full Arrangement
*Correct melody is played in video, alternate to sheet music

**Sìne Bhàn (full video)**
Level 4 (Gaelic): Sheet Music / Lyrics
Whistle Melody | Chorus | Full Arrangement

**Egan's Polka (full video)**
Level 4 (Extra): Sheet Music
Slow | Medium | Full Arrangement

**Lovely Stornoway (full video)**
Level 4 (Extra): Sheet Music / Lyrics
Slow | Medium | Full Arrangement

**Màiri Bhàn (full video)**
Level 5: Sheet Music / Lyrics
Whistle Melody | Chorus | Full Arrangement

**Auld Lang Syne (full video)**
Level 5: Sheet Music / Lyrics
Slow | Medium | Full Arrangement
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**Flower of Scotland (full video)**
Level 5: Sheet Music / Lyrics
Slow | Medium | Full Arrangement

**The Four Marys (full video)**
Level 5: Sheet Music / Lyrics
Slow | Medium | Full Arrangement

**Trusaidh Mi Na Coilleagan (full video)**
Level 5 (Gaelic): Sheet Music / Lyrics
Whistle Melody | Full Arrangement

**Nead na lach a’s a’ luachair (full video)**
Level 5 (Gaelic): Sheet Music / Lyrics
Whistle Melody | Full Arrangement

**Teann a-nall (full video)**
Level 5 (Gaelic): Sheet Music / Lyrics
Whistle Melody | Chorus | Full Arrangement

**Fàgail Liosmòr (full video)**
Level 5 (Gaelic): Sheet Music / Lyrics
Whistle Melody | Chorus | Full Arrangement

**Tioram air Tìr (full video)**
Level 5 (Gaelic): Sheet Music / Lyrics
Whistle Melody | Chorus | Full Arrangement

**Fac' thu na fèidh? (full video)**
Level 5 (Gaelic): Sheet Music / Lyrics
Whistle Melody | Full Arrangement

**Tha mi sgìth (full video)**
Level 5 (Gaelic): Sheet Music / Lyrics
Whistle Melody | Chorus | Full Arrangement
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**Chì mi Muile (full video)**
Level 5 (Gaelic): Sheet Music / Lyrics
Whistle Melody | Chorus | Full Arrangement

**Bràigh Loch Iall (full video)**
Level 5 (Gaelic): Sheet Music / Lyrics
Whistle Melody | Chorus | Full Arrangement

**Còta geàrr sgiobalta (full video)**
Level 6: Sheet Music / Lyrics
Whistle Melody | Chorus | Full Arrangement

**Far am bi mi-fhin (full video)**
Level 6: Sheet Music / Lyrics
Whistle Melody | Chorus | Full Arrangement

**Scotland the Brave (full video)**
Level 6: Sheet Music
Slow | Medium | Full Arrangement

**Hè mo leannan (full video)**
Level 6: Sheet Music / Lyrics
Whistle Melody | Chorus | Full Arrangement

**Mìle marbhphasg air a’ ghaol (full video)**
Level 6: Sheet Music / Lyrics
Whistle Melody | Chorus | Full Arrangement